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SUMMARIES 
The paper describes an approximation formula for 
sine (x + h) that differs from the first four terms of the 
Taylor expansion only by having 4 in place of 6 in the 
denominator of the fourth term. It appears in Sanskrit 
stanzas quoted in a work of about the fifteenth century 
and given here with translation and explanation. 
Approximation formulas for the sine of x + h equivalent to 
the first two terms of the Taylor series expansion and to the 
first three terms were known from at least as early as the tenth 
century A.D. and the fourteenth century A.D. to Indian mathemati- 
cians [Sengupta 1932, 5; Gupta 1969, 92-941. 
An approximation formula equivalent to the first four terms, 
except that the denominator in the fourth term is 4 instead of 
6, appears in a literary form in three stanzas quoted by 
Parameivara (circa 1360-1455) in his supercommentary, called 
Siddhlnta-dipikz, on Govindasvtiin's gloss (circa 800-850) on 
the Mahabhaskariya (about early seventh century) [Kuppanna Sastri 
1957, 2051. 
Below we give the text in transliteration from the Siddhlnta- 
dipik;i and an almost literal translation of the Sanskrit stanzas. 
Then follows an explanation of the various steps in the rule 
laid down in the text. (The Indian sine, or Sine, of an angular 
arc $I is equal to R sin 9, where sin I+ is the modern sine of the 
angle 4 and R is the radius of the circle of reference). 
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TEXT 
Doicapakhanda-sambhaktam vyZsZrdham bhajako bhavet/ 
DorjyZmatitacHpZnte kotijyam ca nyaset punah// 
Kofijyato bhajakena labdhasygrdhena samyutZit/ 
(14) 
Dorgunfd bhijakgptgrdham hitva kotigunld punah// (15) 
Tasmadaptam bhgjakena dorjyakhandah sphufo bhavet/ 
Cap5ntadorjyP tadyuktH syZdi$fajyZ bhujodbhavZ// (16) 
TRANSLATION 
The semi-diameter divided by the residual arc 
becomes the divisor. Put down the Sine and again 
the Cosine at the end of the arc traversed. (14) 
From the Cosine, subtract half the quotient obtained 
from the divisor-divided Sine [which is] increased 
by half the quotient obtained from the Cosine by 
the divisor. Again, (151 
[The quotient] obtained from that [above difference] 
by dividing by the divisor becomes the true Sine- 
difference. The Sine at the end of the arc tra- 
versed increased by that [true Sine-difference] be- 
comes the desired Sine for a [given] arc. (16) 
EXPLANATION ’ 
Suppose the given arc lies between the tabulated argument a 
and the next tabulated argumental value. Let the given arc be 
a + e, where a is called the arc traversed and f3 is the residual 
arc which is necessarily less than the current tabular interval. 
We have to find R sin (a + 0). The quantities R sin a and 
R cos a are the Sine and the Cosine at the end of the arc tra- 
versed. R sin a can be read directly from a Sine table. Thus 
R sin a and R cos a are taken to be known. 
The rule starts with the introduction of a quantity D, called 
“divisor”, defined by D = R/B. The second half of the first 
stanza (14) simply asks us to write down R sin a and R cos a 
for the operations which are given in the two subsequent stanzas. 
The contents of the next stanza (15) may be put as follows: 
(i) Divide the Cosine at the end of the arc traversed by the 
divisor, so that we get (R cos a)/ D. [ii) Half the above quo- 
tient is added to the Sine at the end of the arc traversed. 
Thus we get R sin a + (R cos a)/2D. (iii) Divide the above 
result by the divisor, so that we get [R sin a + (R cos a)/2D]/D. 
(iv) Half the above quotient is to be subtracted from the 
Cosine at the end of the arc traversed. Hence we now get 
R cos a - [R sin a + (R cos a)/20]/2D. The first half of the 
last stanza (16) again asks us to divide the results obtained 
above by the divisor. Thus we finally get 
[R COS a - (R sin a + (R cos a)/i?D)/zD]/D which is stated to be 
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the true Sine-difference needed. That is, the above final result 
is taken to be the value of R sin (a + 0) - R sin o. The 
second half of the last stanza asks us to add the true Sine 
difference, obtained above, to the Sine at the end of the arc 
traversed to get the desired Sine corresponding to a given arc. 
Thus the rule, expressed mathematically, is equivalent to the 
formula R sin (a + 0) = R sin a + [R cos a - (R sin a + 
(R cos a)/2D)/2D]/D. Substitution of D = R/B and simplification 
yields R sin (a t 6) = R sin a + ($/R)(R cos a) - (6/R)2(R sin a)/2 
- (e/R)3(R cos a)/4. When R = 1, this becomes the third order 
Taylor series approximation except for the 4 in place of 6 in 
the last term. 
It is interesting that a four-term approximation formula for 
the Sine function so close to the Taylor series approximation 
was known in India more than two centuries before the Taylor 
expansion was discovered by Gregory about 1668 [Boyer 1968, 4221. 
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NEWS ITEM 
As we go to press we hear that Ivor Grattan-Guinness has been 
named the editor of Annals of Science. 
